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Welcome to Arête!

As we grow our footprint worldwide,
we stumble upon so many gems of
knowledge every single day through
our practice and application of
Business Improvement, Lean and
Systems Thinking Methods that it only
fair that we share these with you, our
friends and well-wishers. SSA’s Arête
Newsletter is our humble attempt to
spread knowledge and ideas that are
worth sharing for the benefit of
industries world-wide. This issue of
Arête features articles, case studies
and thought leadership, which we are
sure you will enjoy reading. We wish
you a happy reading!
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Chairman's desk

Dear reader, welcome to the newest edition of Arête. We are overwhelmed by the positive reception to the
maiden issue last month and are thrilled to be back with another edition. In this edition of Arête, we delve into
two very interesting case studies - one from an electrical engineering industry where we helped streamline the
order fulfilment process with an aim to eliminate delays and improve order conversion ratios thereby improving
overall productivity and effectiveness of the sales team.

The second case study is from a large-scale manufacturer in GCC for whom we helped design a Lean factory
for a greenfield site. The benefits of lean thinking at the factory design stage must not be underestimated.
Thoughtful application of Lean Thinking can help optimise space, avoid various forms of "Muda", facilitate
smooth future expansion, and last but not least, create a bright and productive workplace right from the get-
go.

We have many more insights to share in this issue. We have included a short survey form at the end and I
welcome you to spare a few minutes of your valuable time to share your thoughts on how we can make Arête
even better. I wish you a happy reading!



Knowledge Nugget

THE EXPERT

‘VAT in GCC’ 
by Harsh Tewari, 
Asst. Manager, 
SSA International

IMPACT OF VAT

Under VAT, companies 
incur additional expenses 
to handle the paperwork 
required for collecting VAT 
which in turn increases 
overhead costs. 
Companies can either 
retain less profits overall, or 
pass on the additional cost 
to their customers in the 
form of increased prices. To 
ensure minimum impact of 
VAT on the common man 
GCC govts. are likely to 
exempt many supplies and 
include discretionary 
spending under the purview 
of VAT.

VAT

VAT is calculated using the credit-invoice based method. In this method, sales 
transactions are taxed, with the customer being charged VAT on the transaction, and 
businesses receive a credit for VAT paid on the raw materials and services. Under the 
credit-invoice method, each seller charges VAT rate on his output and invoices passed 
to the buyer indicates the amount of tax charged. Buyers who are subject to VAT on 
their own sales (output tax) consider the tax on the purchase invoices as input tax. The 
difference between output tax and input tax is paid to the government.
In case of exports and imports, almost all the countries use special rule which exempts 
exported goods from VAT payments and imported goods charged with VAT on their full 
price for the first time. In absence of this special rule, goods would be taxed twice if 
they are exported by a country that has VAT to a country that has Sales Tax.
From economics point of view, VAT increases the price and therefore the quantity 
traded decreases. Due to the increase of tax, supply curve shifts upwards. It reduces 
consumer and producer surplus and introduces deadweight loss in the economy. If 
government takes steps to make sure the tax has positive externalities, it negates the 
deadweight loss to an extent.



Knowledge Nugget

VAT in UAE
Value Added Tax (VAT) is set to be implemented in the six-nation GCC block in 2018 at an introductory rate of 5%. It will be 
another source of revenue for the governments as they are trying to diversify their revenue sources after sharp decline in oil 
prices. 

In UAE, VAT will be rolled out in phases where the companies with annual revenue of over Dh 3.75 million will have to register 
under the new system in the first phase. Gradually in the next phases, it will become mandatory for all the companies to be 
registered under the GCC VAT system.

Under the new system, businesses will have to provide essential information to the FTA as part of the compliance audit 
procedure and also they will have to maintain the financial and accounting details for five years. The tax law also allows FTA 
to perform an audit to inspect the compliance with the Federal Tax Legislation. Business owners will have to file VAT returns
every three months and it can be done online. The challenges for businesses are the inclusion of VAT module in their IT system 
and re-negotiation of contracts across the supply chain.



CASE 1: Streamlining Sales & Marketing

Situation: This assignment focused on 
streamlining the sales & marketing activities at 
ABC, a leading manufacturer & distributor of 
electrical products in Sri Lanka.

Actions taken: Various actions were taken in 
two diagnostic phases to redesign the entire 
system.

Results: Entire marketing process was realigned 
as per requirement and results were widely 
appreciated



Situation – deep dive

ABC Ltd, Sri Lanka (name changed to protect
confidentiality) is a leading manufacturer and
distributor of a range of electric & lighting products
primarily aimed at non-retail customers and contractors
executing large projects. This assignment focused on
streamlining their sales & marketing activities with an
aim to cut down enquiry to order turnaround time,
improve order conversion ratios and overall productivity
of the sales & marketing department.

The project objectives therefore were:
• Enable the Sales & Marketing Dep. to be more efficient

and responsive
• Study the workflow in Marketing function and convert it

into ‘Lean Flow system’ similar to manufacturing
• Efficiency improvements as applicable to enhance

throughput



Actions Taken – deep dive
The first stage of the transformation journey focused on tackling complexities
and therefore streamlining the Project Marketing & Sales functions. The
activities included an intense 2-Day workshop on ‘Lean in Transactional
Systems’ followed by a detailed discussion over inter- & intra-departmental
challenges with respect to delivering value to customers. The discussions
centred on the current state processes, their deficiencies in delivering value as
promised to customers and the steps that needed to be taken in re-designing
the system.

The Diagnose Phase followed next. In order for diagnosis to be accurate, we
mapped the end-to-end Value Chain and a Spaghetti map that threw light
on hidden, redundant movements of information among processes. Besides,
the Voice of Customer & the respective Critical to Quality pointers were
gathered to further aid the diagnosis. The Value Stream Mapping exercise
brought to light key pain points & improvement areas to focus on.

In the Design Phase, SSA charted a Future State Value Stream Map, including
several sub-processes as per their business objective; for instance the product
families were grouped as Runner / Repeated / Stranger based on demand
patters. Appropriate order fulfilment practices were put in place in tune with
demand patterns. Dashboards were created for key processes, which eased
the monitoring of important KPIs. Further, the Organization structure was
redesigned to keep up with the renewed business processes.



Results – deep dive

• The future state represents agile, customer-first and
fast turnaround time for the end-to-end sales cycle.

• The New Sales & Marketing team Organisation
structure has been developed in consultation with
ABC’s Leadership team which is aligned based on
Product groups

• ABC’s Management is quite excited for this change,
which enables them to quickly turnaround sales
opportunities and generate higher revenues.



CASE 2: Lean Factory Design

Situation: Launching a new production site is a 
golden opportunity to avoid old problems and 
ensure optimum utilisation of space and 
productivity of people.

Actions taken: Lean facility design in-tune with 
present and future growth aspirations of the 
company.

Results: Material flow was substantially 
improved resulting in significant space and 
cost savings. Factory was future-proofed 
considering future expansion plans.



Situation – deep dive

One of the largest manufacturers in GCC is setting up a greenfield
production facility in GCC region as part of their expansion
strategy. They invited SSA to develop optimum layout and flow for
the new factory keeping in mind best practices of Lean
Manufacturing.

The following were the objective of the initiative:
• Develop a block design for the new factory layout as per

product families to be manufactured
• The layout had to conform with the allotted plot of land and its

inherent limitations
• It should show substantial benefits over its present facilities &

proposed drawings while following Lean principles
• The new design offer solutions to the challenges faced in the

current site

Above all, the management wanted this initiative turned around
in matter of days as the architects were kept waiting pending
design submission from SSA.



Actions Taken – deep dive

SSA deployed a team of adept consultants for the project. The team had a collaborative approach, and
interacted with the production team and the project head (mainly civil inputs) to come up with the design
options. The following actions were carried out:
• Gathering of 5 year strategic plan for the market
• The activity relationships between the processes and the flow of material (product, quantity, space

required, etc.) through extensive study of the current factory
• The cycle time for each product were observed and calculated to determine the space requirements
• The raw material, WIP and Finished Goods warehouse area were determined
• The flow (U-flow) were established and discussed with client

Demand 
Analysis

Existing 
Process 
Study

Generating 
& testing 
various 
options

Data 
collection 
(Material, 
Flow, 
Relationships)

Determining 
space 
requirements, 
flow

Final Report 
Presentation



Results – deep dive

The team was able to generate multiple options. Among those, two were selected and submitted to the
client.

The designs selected achieve multiple benefits over the current proposed design.

Option 1 Option 2



Results – deep dive

• The design options submitted represented substantial improvements in terms of in-plant movement of
material. It reduces the material movement ranging between 13% to 40% depending upon the product
family.

• Significant improvement in terms of flow of materials (LEAN flow – U-shaped)

• Significant improvement on the plot area utilization over the proposed design

• Substantial avoidance in operations cost – as the RM & FG stores leasing will be avoided because of in-
plant storage. The current cost (of rental & logistics) to the tune of over a million dollars.

Distance travelled 
by product family



Voice of Quality

Ms. Rekha Agashe, Business Manager SSA Asia Pacific,
presented a case study on Quality Improvement
Project using DMAIC Methodology to an august
gathering of business leaders at the 7th Annual
Conference on Quality Management by ASQ at
Ahmedabad on 18 & 19th November 2017.



Upcoming events

SSA Business Solutions is conducting a Quality
by Design (QbD) User Conference in
Hyderabad in February 2018.

RSVP
Ms. Rekha Agashe
T. +91-22-2565 2448 
M: +91 9820579604

Key Takeaways
ü Get answers to your queries related to QbD & 

DoE through Q&A Sessions Expert Panel 
Discussion 

ü Learn from the experts how they are applying 
QbD and experience their challenges and 
triumphs though the Knowledge Sessions

ü Get an insight on the QbD application 
through the Case Study Sharing Session

About the Conference:
This unique conference aims to bring
together like minded QbD
practitioners from different streams
such as API, formulation, analytical
method development and Bio
Sciences to exchange ideas,
experiences and best-practices.

Who should attend?
• Organizations that are in the QbD/DOE implementation 

journey
• Organization interested to learn best QbD practises and 

success stories from the industry
• R&D chemists and chemical engineers
• Process chemists & engineers, and formulators
• Quality assurance/compliance/control scientists
• cGMP compliance scientists
• Regulatory affairs personnel

• Analytical Chemists
• Validation engineers
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